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Email-Marketing-Options.com Launches the Most Up-To-Date Email
Marketing Service Comparison Site

In an attempt to de-mystify the confusion often caused while choosing an email marketing
provider,Email-Marketing-Options.com today launches a freshly updated comparison site.

Austin, Texas (PRWEB) December 16, 2011 -- Email-Marketing-Options.com has today announced a fresh
update to the information on each of the email marketing services the site compares.

The team of experts running the site have spent the past few weeks diligently updating its website reviews and
provider service details in order to assist those looking to find an email marketing solution.

For example, when looking to compare iContact vs Constant Contact, Email-Marketing-Options.com will allow
users to compare the features and pricing of each, as well as allow them to read comprehensive reviews by
those who have actually used both of the services.

Jen Udan, Site Manager, explains why Email-Marketing-Options.com decided to update its information:

"As we've updated our email marketing reviews, we've noticed that the services have added new features across
the board that make it simpler than ever to send email newsletters and promote them with social media. We
hope that our site visitors will find the updated reviews helpful when making a purchasing decision for their
business,” she says.

At some point, every business has the need for useful and cost-effective email marketing services, but finding
the best fit can often be tough. Therefore, Email-Marketing-Options.com embarked on its mission to allow
people to compare email marketing options quickly and effectively.

“We’ve been running the site for quite a while and receive consistently positive reviews for the service that we
provide. Our users say we have thrown them a real lifeline when it comes to choosing the option that best fits
their business needs” concludes Jen.

More information can be found at: http://www.email-marketing-options.com

About Email-Marketing-Options

Email-Marketing-Options.com helps users to fully understand the differences in pricing systems and other
relevant data so everyone can make an "apples to apples" comparison of the different services and select a
provider so they can get back to business. The company is committed to providing a quality resource to
individuals and small business owners that will save time and alleviate frustration.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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